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[571 ABSTRACT 
A technique for negatively coupling the outputs of 
polyphase choppers is disclosed, wherein the output 
inductance of each phase is divided into two windings, 
and each winding is negatively coupled to a corre- 
sponding winding of a neighboring phase. In a preferred 
embodiment for a three-phase chopper circuit, the out- 
put inductance of phase A is divided into windings 100 
and 102, the output inductance of phase B is divided 
into windings 110 and 112, and the output inductance of 
phase C is divided into windings 120 and 122. Pairs of 
windings 100 and 110, 112 and 120, and 102 and 122 are 
respectively disposed in transformers arranged for neg- 
atively coupling the windings of each pair. 

6 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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of the Rippel application is the use of negative inductive 
coupling between pairs of converters 180” out of phase, 
to reduce peak currents through the switches while at 

NEGATIVE COUPLED INDUCTORS FOR 
POLYPHASE CHOPPERS 

the same time reducing the inductor size and mass. 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 5 Rippel describes particular arrangements for nega- 

The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-56 
(72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to improvements in 

Power handling circuits, and more Particularly to cir- 
cuitry utilizing polyphase choppers. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

tively coupling the output inductors in pairs, e.g. at 
page 15, line 8 to line 17, line 30, and the arrangements 
illustrated in FIGS. 8a and 86. Rippel teaches that a 
conventional multiphase converter (shown in Rippel’s 

lo FIG. 2) achieves complete cancellation of the first N-1 
current harmonics at each of the three external modes, 
when the duty cycles of each of the N converters are 
equal and symmetrically staggered in time. With the 
negative coupling provided between pairs of inductors 

l5 in what would otherwise be a conventional multiphase 
converter, Rippel shows that a combination of im- 
proved current form-factors and reduced total inductor 

is made possible. An improved power to weight This invention relates to an improvement to the cir- 
cuitry described in pending ratio is achieved while peak switching currents and 
240,453, for ‘‘Unity Power Factor Switching Regu1a- 2o inductor losses are reduced. Rippel performs an analysis 

Office On Mar* 49 lg81 by Wally E’ Rippel, and assigned 

No* 

tor” filed in the United States Patent and Trademark of the current harmonics flowing through each of 

t’ the Same assignee a’ the present application* The duces the ripple currents through the inductors, (e.g. at 
disclosure of that application is incorporated herein by 
reference. Mr. Rippel’s work was also the subject of the 25 page 18, line through page 259 line 14). 

ing Regulator Improves Device Utilization,” which is of considerable commercial interest, in that it does 
applicant was presented at power con 7, allow a reduction in inductor size and cost. However, 
March 24-27, 1980, in San Diego, Calif. the Rippel coupling technique suffers a significant dis- 

Also pertinent to the invention of the present applica- 30 advantage. Specifically, RiPPel teaches only the COU- 
tion is U.S. Pat. No. 4,184,197 for a “DC-to-DC Switch- P k  of one chopper to another, and consequently is 
ing Converter,” issued to S .  M. Cuk and R. D. Middle- limited to choppers with an even number of phases, 
brook, and assigned to the same assignee as the present such as two-phase (push-pull) choppers, four-phase 
application (hereinafter referred to as the “Cuk et al” choppers, and SO on. Such choppers are seldom used; 
patent). Cuk and Middlebrook‘s work was also the sub- 35 the great majority of polyphase choppers and inverters 
ject of the paper “Coupled-Inductor and Other Exten- are three phase versions. To obtain three phases with 
sions of a New Optimum Topology Switching DC-To- the Rippel technique, one could use a six-phase (star) 
DC Converter,” which applicant understands was pres- chopper and convert to three phases by use of an isola- 
ented at the IEEE Industry Applications Society An- tion transformer. This would add complexity and extra 

Meeting, Oct- 2-6, 1977, at LOS Angeles, Calif. 
Cuk et a1 approached the Problems of design of a Applicant is aware of other references which relate to 

dc-to-dc converter by deriving a new converter topol- the subject matter of this application. The text, ‘‘Power 
ogy to achieve reduction of the number of circuit com- Semiconductor Circuits,” by S .  B. D~~~~ and A. 
POnents required for the apparatus. Very generally, Cuk Straughen, published by John Wiley & Sons, discusses, 
et a1 utilizes one inductor in series with the input source, 45 at pages 415426, harmonic reduction in multiphase 
another inductor in series with the load, and an energy inverters by transformer connection. U.S. pat. N ~ .  

ferring means comprising a storage capacitor in series 
with the two inductors and a switch for alternatively 50 
connecting the junction between the first inductance 
and storage capacitance to ground for the source, and 

inductors to demonstrate that negative coupling re- 

paper “A New Coupled Inductor Two - Phase Switch- The negative facet Of the Rippel application 

40 cost, with a corresponding decline in reliability. 

transferring having capabi1ities con- 3,9 15,048 discloses an electrical guitar circuit wherein 
negatively coupled inductors 18 and 19 are provided in between the two inductances* The energy trans- 

a hum-bucking arrangement, and also in a frequency 
control circuit 15. 

Other references typical of the art are U.S. Pat. Nos. 
connecting the junction between the storage capacitor 49034,282 (for a chopper-stabi1ized power 
and the second capacitance to ground for the load, (e.g. 3*331,987 (for an apparatus a bucking trans- 
FIG. 5 of Cuk et al). Cuk et a1 describe embodiments 55 former for operating discharge ‘amps), and 
wherein negative inductive coupling between the input 3,099,786 (for a control for an electrical power transla- 
and output is achieved, and the input and/or output tion system). Another reference of interest is the book 
ripple reduced (e.g. FIGS. 8(a) and 8(1-3), and columns “Static Power Frequency Chargers$” by L. GYuai and 
6, line 45 to column 9, line 38. B. R. Pelly, published by John Wiley & Sons, (e.g. at pp. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION Cuk et a1 is the continued requirement for a power 
handling storage capacitor (see for example, capacitors 
14 in FIGS. 8a and 86). Such power capacitors are The present invention solves the disadvantages of the 
difficult to manufacture, expensive and are subject to Rippel coupling technique by dividing the output in- 
reliability problems. The Rippel application describes a 65 ductors of the Rippel chopper into two series windings, 
circuit which does not require the power capacitor and each negatively coupled to adjacent phases to extend 
deals with the specific application of high speed switch- the negative coupling harmonic reduction feature to 
ing regulators to battery charging circuits. One feature any number of phases. 

A disadvantage of the circuit topology described in 60 114-1171. 
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In the preferred embodiment for a three phase chop- 

per circuit, each chopper phase is coupled to the load 
by two series connected windings. One of the first phase 
windings is negatively coupled to one winding of the 
second phase, and the other first phase winding is nega- 
tively coupled to one winding of the third phase. The 
second winding of the second phase is negatively cou- 
pled to the second winding of the third phase. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1. is a simplified schematic of the ouput portion undoubtedly differ in some respects fromthat achieved 

of the prior art boost chopper output circuitry of the by the coupling technique of the Rippel application. 
Rippel application. While only a three phase embodiment of the present 

FIG. 2 is a simplified schematic of the coupling sys- invention is shown, the technique may readily be 
tem of the present invention, adapted to accommodate l5 adapted to circuits having greater than three phases, 
three phases. simply by negatively coupling each phase to its adjacent 

Although the present invention does require addi- 
tional transformers, each transformer is smaller, and it is 
expected that the total volume of iron and copper re- 
quired for the coupling elements is similar to that re- 

5 quired in the Rippel coupling technique. 
While experimental verification of the advantages of 

the present invention has to date not been attempted, it 
is apparent that the present invention will reduce the 
peak current and ripple through the output inductors 

10 although the harmonic content of the output waveform 

neighboring phases in rotation, in the manner shown, 
for example of phase B in FIG. 2. 

As in the Rimel amlication. the coudine factors and 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 

INVENTION 
I I  L L  I -  

The present invention comprises a novel coupling 2o the inductor design may be optimized, either experi- 
technique for negative coupling of the outputs of poly- mentally or empirically, to achieve the most efficient 
phase choppers to achieve cancellation of undesirable component utilization and design for a particular appli- 
harmonic energy. The following description of the cation. 
invention is provided to enable any person skilled in the While the coupling technique of the present invention 
power conversion art to make and use the invention, 25 has been particularly described in connection with the 
and sets forth the best mode contemplated by the inven- boost multiphase chopper regulator described in the 
tor of carrying out his invention. Various modifications pending Rippel application, the invention may be uti- 
to the preferred embodiment, however, will be readily lized in other applications, such as inverters, cyclocon- 
apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic 3o verters, converters and the like. 
novel principles defined herein may be applied to other What is claimed is: 

This method of coupling allows-only for pairs of trans- 
formers, and consequently coupling of only even num- 
bers of phases is possible with this technique. 

In FIG. 2, a simplified schematic of the coupling 
system of the present invention is shown, adapted to 
accommodate three phases A, B and C. As with FIG. 1, 
the input circuitry and circuitry for regulating the 
switching of SCRs 130, 132 and 134 is not shown, as it 
is conventional and forms no part of the present inven- 
tion. In this embodiment, the output inductances for 
each of the phases is divided into two windings. Thus, 
the inductance for phase A is divided into windings 100 
and 102, the inductance for phase B is divided into 
windings 110 and 112, and the inductance for phase C is 
divided into windings 120 and 122. 

Windings 100 of phase A are negatively coupled to 
windings 110 of phase B, and windings 102 are nega- 
tively coupled to windings 122 of phase C. In the same 
fashion, windings 112 of phase B are negatively coupled 
to windings 120 of phase C. Hence, each phase has been 
negatively coupled to the other two phases in “round- 
robin” fashion and the coupling is repeated symmetri- 
cally around the three phases. 

embodiments. Thus, the present invention is not in- 1. In a multiphase chopper wherein the output of 
tended to be limited to the embodiment shown, but is to each chopper is coupled via an output inductance to the 
be accorded the widest scope consistent with the princi- load, the improvement wherein: 
ples and novel features disclosed herein. the output inductance of each phase is comprised of a 

Referring now to FIG. 1, a simplified schematic of first inductance and a second inductance, and each 
the output circuitry of the prior art fourphase boost of said first inductances and said second induc- 
chopper of the Rippel application is disclosed. The tances of each phase are respectively negatively 
input circuitry and circuitry for controlling the switch- coupled to a corresponding one of said output 
ing of SCRs 10,12,14 and 16 is disclosed in Rippel, and 4o inductances in separate adjacent neighboring pha- 
is not shown as it forms no part of the present invention. ses. 
In this circuitry, the output inductances 50, 52, 60 and 2. The improvement of claim 1 wherein each of said 
62 for phases A, B, C and D are respectively coupled 
together as transformer windings 50 and 52, and 60 and 3. The improvement of claim 1 wherein each pair of 
62, each set of windings with opposite mutual coupling. 45 said negatively coupled inductors comprises a trans- 

former means having first and second windings and 

35 

first and second inductances is equivalent. 

wherein said transformer is arranged to negatively cou- 
ple said windings. 

4. A three phase circuit comprising: 
first, second and third switching regulators; 
first and second windings coupling said first regulator 

to the load; 
third and fourth windings coupling said second regu- 

lator to the load; 
fifth and sixth windings coupling said third regulator 

to the load; 
and wherein said first and third windings, said second 

and fifth windings, and said fourth and sixth wind- 
ings are respectively negatively coupled to one 

5. The circuit of claim 4 wherein said first and third 
windings are arranged in a first transformer adapted for 
negative coupling of said windings, said second and 
fifth windings are arranged in a second transformer 

65 adapted for negatively coupling said windings, and said 
fourth and sixth windings are each arranged in a trans- 
former adapted for negatively coupling said windings. 

50 

55 

60 another. 

6. A three phase chopper circuit comprising: 
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first, second and third chopper means, each induc- 
tively coupled to the load; 

first, second and third transformer means, each in- 
cluding at least two windings and adapted for op- 

said transformers being arranged to couple said chop- 
per means to the load, said first chopper means 
being coupled to the load by the series connection 
of a first winding of said first transformer to a first 

posite mutual coupling to said two windings; 5 
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winding of said second transformer, said second 
chopper means being coupled to the load by the 
series connection of a second winding in said first 
transformer and a first winding in said third trans- 
former, and said third chopper means being cou- 
pled to the load by the series connection of a sec- 
ond winding in said third transformer and a second 
winding in said second transformer. * * * * *  
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